Aiming to understand the role of triaxiality and the evolution of the ground state nuclear shapes, we have carried out a microscopic study for a series of chains of Pd, Xe, Ba, Nd, Sm, Gd, and Dy isotopes. This is done within the self-consistent RelativisticHartree-Bogoliubov (RHB) formalism, and supported by the Triaxial Projected Shell Model (TPSM) approach. Pairing interaction separable in the momentum space with DD-ME2 force parameter is used to generate the potential energy surfaces(PESs) under the axial and triaxial symmetry. Shape evolution manifest themself in very clear manner in almost all the isotopic chains. Properties of the global mimima have been found to be in good agreement with the available experimental data. Relatively flat PESs, and γ-soft nature, have been suggested 108,110 
INTRODUCTION
Atomic nucleus is one of the most remarkable quantum many-body systems depicting a rich variety of shapes (geometric configurations) within an isotopic/isotonic chain. The single-nucleon shell structure can be dramatically altered with the addition or subtraction of a few nucleons. In some cases, it can also lead to shape transitions within the isotopic/isotonic chain. The transition may occur either from spherical to γ-unstable deformed or from spherical to axially deformed. Understanding the shape, and its modifications near the critical point of the shape phase transition
Theoretical Approaches
This present work concerns the microscopic description of the axial and triaxial shapes along with the corresponding ground state properties of neutron-rich Pd, Xe, Ba, Nd, Sm, Gd and Dy isotopes. This has been done within the RHB formalism with density-dependent finite range meson-exchange model. Further study, designed to explore the rotational properties of these systems, is obtained by using the TPSM approach.
The Meson-exchange Model
In the present calculations the density-dependent finite range meson-exchange model (DD-ME) [50] [55]- [58] within the Relativistic-Hartree-Bogoliubov (RHB) formalism is used. The DD-ME model has been used earlier very successfully and have provided an excellent predictions of different ground states and excited state properties throughout the entire periodic table of nuclei [50] - [54] [59]- [65] . The present investigation uses the very successful, density-dependent meson-exchange DD-ME2 [50] parameter set. The pairing correlation is taken care within a pairing interaction separable in momentum space. For the details of the calculations see Refs. [59] - [61] [66]- [71] . The potential energy surface (PES) calculation is done by imposing constraints on both axial and triaxial mass quadrupole moments. It is performed by the method of quadratic constrained [67] by using an unrestricted variation of the function Ĥ + µ=0,2 C 2µ ( Q 2µ − q 2µ ) 2 (1) where Ĥ is the total energy, ( Q 2µ denotes the expectation values of mass quadrupole operators,
q 2µ is the constrained value of the multipole moment, and C 2µ is the corresponding stiffness constant. Moreover, the quadratic constraint adds an extra force term µ=0,2 λ µQ2µ to the system, where
for a self consistent solution. This term is necessary to force the system to a point in deformation space different from a stationary point. The convergence of the numerical calculation is taken care properly in terms of the optimum numbers of oscillator quanta for fermions and bosons.
Triaxial Projected Shell Model Approach
It has been demonstrated recently that multi-quasiparticle triaxial projected shell model (TPSM) approach provides a coherent description of yrast, γ and multi-quasiparticle band structures in transitional nuclei [72] - [75] . In this approach, three dimensional projection technique is employed to project out the good angular-momentum states from triaxially deformed Nilsson + BCS basis. Shell model Hamiltonian is subsequently diagonalized using these angularmomentum projected basis states [76] - [79] . As in the earlier PSM calculations, we use the pairing plus quadrupolequadrupole Hamiltonian [80] 
Where χ is the interaction strength of the QQ-force. The monopole pairing strength G M is of the standard form
In the present work, we consider G 1 = 20.12 and G 2 = 13.13, which approximately reproduce the observed oddeven mass difference. and this choice of G M is appropriate for the single-particle space employed in the model, where three major shells are used for each type of nucleons (N = 4, 5, 6 (N = 3, 4, 5) and 3, 4, 5(2, 3, 4) for neutrons (protons) for A ∼ 160 and A ∼ 130 regions respectively). The quadrupole pairing strength G Q is assumed to be proportional to G M , and the proportionality constant being set equal to 0.16 [72] - [75] . 3
Results and Discussion

Relativistic-Hartree-Bogoliubov(RHB) with density-dependent finite range meson-exchange model
In this section, we present the microscopic description of Pd(Z=46), Xe(Z=54), Ba(Z=56), Nd(Z=60), Sm(Z=62), Gd(Z=64), and Dy(Z=66) isotopic chains. We have performed the constrained calculations to obtain the axial as well as the triaxial potential energy surfaces(PESs). The effective interaction used is density-dependent DD-ME2.
Axial Symmetry
In Fig. 1 150 Nd is exhibiting a rather flat minimum than 148 Nd in the prolate regime, and shallower minimum in the oblate regime. 148 Nd has a deep prolate minimum and a shallow oblate minimum with 2.3MeV excitation energy, and, the energy barrier of 4MeV. However, 150 Nd has a rather flat potential energy surface on the prolate side 0.2 ≤ β 2 ≤ 0.4, and shallow oblate minimum at the excitation energies 2.6MeV with 6MeV of the energy barrier. Similar transitional behavior can be seen in PESs for 144−158 Sm isotopes (Z=62) shown in Fig. 2 show a flat minimum in β 2 >0 regime and shallower minimum in β 2 <0 regime being in between the transition from spherical to well-deformed prolate shape. The observation of flat potential energy surfaces within these isotopic chains, motivated us to explore their triaxial character.
Triaxial Symmetry
The role of triaxiality becomes important due to the flatness in PESs leading to locate the exact global minimum for such cases. To study the dependency on γ, a systematic constrained triaxial calculation have been done for mapping the quadrupole deformation space defined by β 2 and γ using DD-ME2 effective interaction. Energies are normalized with respect to the binding energy of the global minimum. In Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.5 Similarly, 108 Pd has two minima at (0. In Fig.6, Fig.7 , Fig.8 , and Fig.9 we display the calculated PESs under triaxial symmetry for Nd(Z=60), Sm(Z=62), Gd(Z=64), and Dy(Z=66) isotopes, respectively. We discuss the shape transition and the properties corresponding to the global minima for 142 
Physical properties of global minima
In Figures 10, 11 , 12, and 13, we present the physical properties such as binding energies, two neutron separation energies, charge radii and isotopic shifts of the ground state charge radii. These observables can be measured experimentally, and we have compared these observables with experimental values. The binding energies have been presented in Table:1 and Table: 2 calculated using axial and triaxial symmetry. In these figures, physical properties presented are by the triaxial calculations. From these figures, we can see the deviation of the calculated triaxial binding energies with respect to the experimental values are around 0.5MeV for most of the cases to a maximum of around 3.5MeV. In case of Xe, ba, Nd, Sm, Gd and Dy isotopes, the sharp kink at N=82 can be seen in two neutron separation energy, as N=82 being neutron closed shell number. It is also observed in charge radii as well as in the isotopic shifts of the ground state charge radii. In general, we can say that the calculated numerical values as well their behaviour is overall in good agreement with available experimental data.
E(5) and X(5) Critical Point Symmetry
The possible candidates of the E(5) critical-point symmetry based on the calculations assuming axial symmetry can be explored by analyzing the flat regions in the axial PESs. In our axial calculations, the relatively flat axial PESs exhibited by 108, 110 Pd, 132,134,138 Xe, and 134 Ba as shown in Fig. 1 , it is evident that, these are transitional nuclei, and can be described assuming infinite square well potential in β-variable. These can be the possible candidates for the E(5) critical-point symmetry. Our findings of 108,110 Pd, 132,134,138 Xe, and 134 Ba nuclei to be possible E(5) candidates are in agreement with many theoretical and experimental studies [5, 29, 31, 32, 35] . However, in the present calculation, 102 Pd is not showing a flat PES. So, it cannot be considered as a possible candidate for E(5). This is not in agreement with the earlier predictions [21, 23, 31] . But, our result is in agreement with the very recent experiment based on lifetime measurements of yrast and non-yrast states of 102 Pd through a Recoil Distance Doppler Shift(RDDS) [36] . We also know that, from N=90 nuclei, 150 Nd, 152 Sm, 154 Gd and 156 Dy have been predicted and identified to exhibit the best possible candidates for X(5) critical-point symmetry [6, 18, 22, 24, 25, 28, 38, 40, 43, 44, 45] . The X(5) symmetry corresponds to first order phase transition from a spherical shape to a well-deformed prolate (γ-unstable) shape. The present observations from the axial PESs for 142 154 Gd and 156 Dy. The present results agree qualitatively with earlier theoretical [31, 32, 46, 81] , and experimental studies [38, 40, 44, 45] .
The dependency on the triaxial parameter(γ) is an important investigation for such cases. In order to check the properties of γ-dependence for E(5) symmetry in these nuclei, we have plotted the energy curves as a function of γ-variable for fixed values of β 2 . The results are shown in Fig.14. Here ∆E is the energy difference between the minimum and maximum energy from γ = 0
• to γ = 60 • for fixed β 2 . Out of the possible E(5) candidates of Xe-isotopes, we can see that, 132, 134 Xe are showing a weak dependence on γ for 0.05≤ |β 2 | ≤0.2 than 138 Xe. In case of Pd-isotopes, both the 108,110 Pd show weaker γ-dependence for 0.05≤ |β 2 | ≤0.3. Similarly, the negligible dependence on the γ-variable is found in 134 Ba. Therefore, we can say that, 108,110 Pd, 132,134 Xe, and 134 Ba could be suitable candidates to look for E(5) critical-point symmetry. Further, in case of X(5) symmetry, for a more clear picture of the γ dependence, we have plotted the energy as a function of γ for the fixed values of β 2 in Fig. 15 . A clear indication of strong γ-dependence can be seen from Fig. 15 . However, there is an almost gradual increase in energy with the increase in γ for 156 Dy up to γ = 55
• above which it remains constant. From the above discussion, it is evident that in the present calculations, N=90 isotopes do not show a flat PESs, and 150 Nd, 150,152 Sm, 154 Gd, and 156 Dy are possible candidates for X(5) critical-point symmetry. Qualitatively, this is in agreement with earlier calculations [31, 32, 35, 46, 47] .
TPSM Results
In order to probe the high-spin properties of Dy, Gd, Sm, Nd, Pd, Xe and Ba isotopes, TPSM calculations have been performed with the basis deformation values chosen close to those obtained in the previous section. The variation in the deformations is justified as the two models employ very different Hamiltonian and the configuration spaces. What was noted that the axial deformations obtained in the previous section, don't require any major modifications, however, the non-axial deformation in the TPSM analysis needed readjustments to reproduce the γ bandhead energies.
The deformation values used in the TPSM study are provided in Table 3 .
TPSM study of the spectroscopic properties of atomic nuclei proceeds in several stages. In the first stage, the deformations listed in Table 3 are used to solve the three-dimensional Nilsson potential. The wave functions of this potential form the intrinsic basis functions in the TPSM approach. We would like to mention that, in principle, the basis functions with arbitrary deformation values can be used. However, optimum deformation values, which are 14 close to the expected deformation of the system, are employed so that a small window of the basis states are chosen for the diagonalization of the shell model Hamiltonian. In the present work, an energy window containing about 40 basis states has been selected for all the nuclei studied. In the second stage, the deformed basis states are projected onto good angular momentum states using the explicit three-dimensional angular momentum projection technique. In the third and final stage, these projected states are used to diagonalize the shell model given in section-2.2. Calculated energies for yrast and the γ bands for 156 Fig. 16 . It is quit evident from the results that TPSM calculations reproduce the experimental energies reasonably well.
In order to explore whether nuclei, under study, are γ-rigid or soft, odd-even staggering parameter defined as :
is plotted in Fig. 17 for the γ bands. It is known that phenomenological Davydov-Filippov and Wilets-Jean potentials belonging to γ-rigid and γ-soft limits, respectively, give rise to similar excitation spectra for the ground-state band [82, 83] . Hence, it is not possible to separate the two limiting cases from the ground-state properties. However, it has been demonstrated that energy staggering, S (I), in the γ-band may provide information on the nature of the γ-motion.
It is shown that [84, 85] in case of γ-rigid, odd-spin values are favored as compared to the even-spin members and for γ-soft case it is opposite. It is evident from the two staggering figures that in all the nuclei, except for 152 Sm, even-spin states are lower than the odd-spin states, implying that all these nuclei are γ-soft. In the case of 152 Sm, the staggering parameter is quite small for low-spin states and it is not possible to make any statement regarding γ nature of these states. However, for high-spin states beyond I=8, odd-spin states are lower than even-spin states, indicating that this nucleus at high-spin has γ-rigid character. The electromagnetic transition probabilities have also been studied in the present work using the expressions published in the earlier work [95] . The calculated BE2 transitions for the yrast and the γ bands are displayed in Figs. 18 and 19 . In these figures, the available measured have also been plotted for a comparison. In most of the nuclei, a drop in BE2 is observed between I=12 -16, and is due to the rotation alignment of two-neutrons in the i 13/2 orbital. BE2 transitions for the γ-band also depict structural changes due to the crossing of the γ-band based on aligned two-quasiparticle configuration as discussed in our earlier work [96] . However, there is no experimental data available to compare with our theoretical predictions.
Conclusion
In the present calculations, we have investigated PESs for transitional nuclei 96 Dy. In this paper, we have searched for the structural evolution with the increase of number of neutrons and protons within the isotopic/isotonic chains. We have also searched for the possible candidates that exhibit E(5) and X(5) critical-point symmetry behaviour at the critical point of the shape transition. The self-consistent RHB formalism with DD-ME2 force has been used. The analysis of the structural evolution is done on the basis of the evolution of the ground state shapes located within the axial potential energy surface calculations. It is further boosted by the triaxial calculations. The shape transition from spherical to deformed shape manifest themselfs in a very clear manner in almost all the isotopic chains.Shape coexistence as well as the triaxial character is also observed. The calculations of the properties corresponding to the triaxial global minimum reproduces the experimental data very well. Based on the behaviour of the axial potential energy surface and further supported by the γ-dependence with the triaxial calculations, we have found that, 108 Angular Momentum (h) Dy are poor candidates of X(5) critical-point symmetry. Triaxial projected shell model has also been employed to study band structures in this work. The TPSM calculation for yrast and γ-band energy produces the experimental results. Through the analysis of the γ-band and the staggering, it has been shown that all the nuclei, except for 152 Sm are γ-soft at high spin.
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